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Burbladthwait
We have carried out further research on Burbladthwait, this has revealed more remains
of enclosures, and also two round houses. A flint scraper and blade (Plate1) were found
in mole hills adjacent to each other. We have also tentatively identified a turbary site, all
of these have been been added to the survey. (Figs 1,2 and 3)
The locations of the flint tools (Plate2) and the round houses are in close proximity to
each other (Fig3) this suggests they may be contemporary, possibly early Bronze age.
Further research is needed to resolve this matter. As stated above the turbary site is a
tentative interpretation, but there is clearly a cut channel, that we can see no reason for
other than draining surface water from an area of peat bog in preparation for peat
digging. There has been a considerable amount of peat either removed or eroded away
as there is now a small stream running through this location.
Higher up the moor we found what

appears to be a stone cist which is a square

construction of large flat sandstones (Plate3) there are no other archaeological features
around and no evidence for the remains of a cairn built over this feature, the location is
SD 76827 81198. There is the possibility it may be the remains of a shooting butt, which,
if so is unlike any we have seen before.
Close to the upper rail tunnel air shaft there is a sandstone escarpment aligned north
south, along the downhill side of this are several sheep folds (Plate4). They are shown
on the first edition OS MAP 1850 and called Crag Folds. There is also another fold lower
down the fell which is in a better state of repair called New Fold, probably used in more
recent times. The ones at Crag Folds are very similar to those on Crag Hill at the
northern end of Gragareth, near to where sandstone Flags/Roofing slates have been
quarried.
We have done further research on the name Burbladthwait, and have found that there
may possibly be a slightly different interpretation to one stated in a previous publication,
with Bur meaning small house or cottage. But this could also possibly mean burbling as
in the sound of water running over stones, or bubbling up from the ground. This makes
no difference to the interpretation of this location as both these features are also present.
The syllables lad = small stream, and thwait = a clearing, both remain the same.
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Fig 1.

Burbladthwait Full Survey
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Fig 2.

Area 1
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Fig 3.

Area 2

Plate 1. Left. Flint blade Right. Flint scraper.

Plate 2. Pole showing location of flint finds.
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Plate 3. Showing cist type feature.
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Plate 4. Sheep enclosures.
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